Introduction.
Let Xu X2, ■ ■ ■ be a sequence of independent random variables, each uniformly distributed on [0, 1/2]. If/is an arbitrary function from the positive integers to [0, 1/2], the equation (1) Pr{Xk<f(k)} =2f(k)
holds, and it is a consequence of the Borel-Cantelli lemmas [3 ] that the probability that the inequality Xk <f(k) is satisfied for infinitely many k is zero or one, according as the series ( 
2) E/(A)
Jt=i is convergent or divergent. While it is well known that no such general assertion can be made when the Xk are dependent, Khinchin [6] has found a direct analogue in an important case. His theorem is usually stated in measuretheoretic language: the inequality | kx -p\ <f(k) has infinitely many integral solutions k, p for almost all x or almost no x, according as (2) diverges or converges. We may, however, consider x as a random variable uniformly distributed over some interval, and define the quantity Uk (k = 1, 2, • • ■ ) as the distance (kx) between kx and the nearest integer to kx. Then the Uk form a sequence of dependent random variables uniformly distributed on [0, 1/2]; Khinchin's theorem shows that the nature of the dependence is not such as to affect the finiteness of the number of solutions of the inequality Uk<f(k).
From a probabilistic standpoint the Borel-Cantelli lemmas yield very crude information about a sequence of random variables, and it is of some interest to know whether the Uk also resemble the Xk in their finer structure. We consider here the case in which (2) diverges, so that there are almost surely infinitely many solutions of | kx -p\ <f(k), and investigate in § §2-3 the number Tn of such solutions with k^n. The result is not quite what would be expected from the case of independent variables. For if we put Yk equal to 1 4( E/WloglogE/W) \ t-i *=i / and so in particular (4) Pr JS"~2E/(A)| = 1-Theorem 1 exhibits the result corresponding to (3) for T"; it differs from (3) in that the coefficient 2 is replaced by 127r~2.
In § §4-6 we consider the much less strongly dependent sequence (rxr2 • ■ ■ rkx), where ru r2, • • • is a fixed increasing sequence of positive integers, and show that here the situation is again as described in (3) and (4).
2. A lemma. Let/ be a function with the following properties: (5) f(x) is positive and decreasing for x ^ 0; (6) f(x) = 0(x~1) andf'(x) = 0(x~2) as x -+ °o ;
(7) E/(*)=-.
*-i
We shall need some further properties of/, which we collect in the following lemma. The substitution u = c log v in (a) gives (e). To obtain (f), write
and note that
We shall use the following notation: 9TC{yl} means the measure of the set of xE [0, l] such that A, if A is a sentence, and it means the measure of A if A is a set. 
Then
(
limm^.<--£/(*) + «■>(--£/(*)) >=*(«).
We take x as a random variable uniformly distributed on [0, l], and use Pr*, Ei and Var^ to denote conditional probability, expectation and variance when ao, • • • , ak are given. We suppose throughout this section that / satisfies conditions (5)- (7), and we put ak=f(k)(l+qk-i/qk) and Lemma 3. Let Zu Z2, ■ ■ ■ be a sequence of bounded random variables, and let P"-i denote conditional expectation for given Z\, ■ ■ ■ , Zn-\. Suppose that En-i (Zn) = 0 for n ^ 2, and put We put 1 1
Since 4>i(x) ^at + l and i3R{ai = r} = 3Tt{r^Xi<r+l} <l/r2, we have fV; < f\ 2f L1U,f logMr+1)
Thus for
there is a 50 such that for almost all x, n E log <t>i(x) = B0n + 0(nl~s). 
where Pi/Qi is the Ith convergent in the expansion (13). Since
Qt ^ Qt-i + Qt-2 > 2Q^2 > > 21 <iv , we see that | log 4>i(x) -log fc(x) | < 2l~k> < i~2 lo*2.
Thus for almost all x, n E log &(*) = log qn = B0n + 0(nl~s). t=i Levy [10, p. 320] showed that 50 = x2/12 log 2. The proof of Lemma 4 is complete. Now let
By (11),
lim Sfllj/,,(«) < i4B + aAn*} = 0(«). There is now a final set-theoretic argument required to eliminate qn entirely.
HN(e) = E^e*'11-')' < q, < eB«(1+e)" for all v ^ N\.
It is easily seen that 
12 -/(log k) (\2 ~ /(log A)y '2) <lL-7-+ «l -2,---) >=*(«). The series (21) bears an obvious relation to the expansion of x to the base r ii, contrary to assumption, we take all rn = r, and to the Cantor factorial expansion if rn = n ior all n. In any case, the expansion is unique except for a set of measure zero.
Since x is a random variable, so is every element of {x"j and {an}, and it is easily seen that each x" is uniformly distributed on [ -1/2, 1/2], and that each an is discretely uniformly distributed, in the sense that
There is a significant difference between the two sets of variables, however, in that the an are statistically independent, while the x" are not, as the Equations (19) show. Dependence makes the sequence {x"} difficult to analyze probabilistically, but a considerable amount of information can be gained indirectly by transferring results about {a"} via the relation x"_i = -+0(-). We note first that it suffices to consider functions/such that/(w) ^ n~2 for all nES. For if (24) converges, then so does the series where y/(n) if f(n) }z n~2, f*(n) = < \n 2 otherwise, and if the inequality (Rnx)<f*(n) has only finitely many solutions in S, the same is surely true of (23). Suppose on the other hand that (24) diverges. Then so also does E/(»y), the summation being extended over the integers n,ES such that/(«y) ^nf2. These integers constitute a subsequence S' of S, and the truth of the theorem for S' implies its truth for S.
We suppose throughout the proof that nES. If we put and it follows from (26) that S"C3rn(3).
Thus if £" occurs for only finitely many nES, the same is true of SFn(l); while if £n occurs for infinitely many nES, the same is true of SFn(3). Since the convergence of (24) is unaffected by replacing f(n) by 3f(n), there remains only the task of showing that S" occurs for infinitely many nES, or only finitely many nES, ior almost all x, according as (24) diverges or converges. 
---/(») + 1 (29)
Pr {S"} ^-> 2f(n). diverges, at least one of the series (30), for 0^1 <2m, must diverge, while if (31) converges, all the series (30) converge. The theorem therefore follows from the Borel-Cantelli lemmas. 5. We now consider the case in which (23) has infinitely many solutions for almost all x, and investigate the number of such solutions with n^N. For simplicity we suppose that 5 is the full set of positive integers. On the other hand, if F" = l then either Xn=l or r 2i?» 1
by (27). Because of the uniform distribution of the x", the probability of the event (35) is 2Rn/Rn+k", and by (32) and the first Borel-Cantelli lemma, the event (35) occurs only finitely many times, for almost all x. Thus given e>0, there is a constant M so large that (36) TN < SN + M for all N and all x not in a set of measure at most e. Combining (34) and (36), we see that (33) will follow if it can be shown that
To this end we first prove a general lemma, suggested by work of Hoeffding and Robbins [5] . A set of random variables Zx, Z2, • • • is said to be w-dependent if for every r,s and n for which n>s>r-\-m, the sets Zi, As in the proof of Theorem 3, it suffices to prove the theorem with S" replaced by P"= Ei ^*f ancI to suppose that/(w) >n~2, so that the Yk are 2m-dependent. We write Pi = E* P2mr+1 + E Yimr+i + * --+ /_j F2m"+2m =-log (1 + 0(A"2(A))) + 2srx = 0(h~2(k)) + 2gk~\ log 2
Hence the probabilities of the inequalities in question form the terms of a convergent series, and the required result follows from the Borel-Cantelli lemma.
